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Abstract—The paper presents an experience report in course
design for a versatile group of computer science students where
their needs were surfaced and met by the combination of strict
top-down exposure to course material and the flipped classroom
model of lecturing.

I.

M OTIVATION

Computer science departments in general have little to no
trouble attracting students to their undergraduate (Bachelorlevel) programmes. However, some suffer from a syndrome
when a fair fraction of students start their CS education only
to gradually increase their disappointment up to the level of
switching to a more suitable programme. When such leaks
happen at later stages, they can be considered harmful to both
students who lose their time figuring out the right match, and
to the departments that invest teachers and other resources into
students that never complete their education there. One of the
ways of preventing such leaks involves moving more hardcore
computer science courses into the first year so that students
have an earlier chance of making up their minds.
At the University of Amsterdam, such a strategy in curriculum design leads to first year Bachelor students following courses on complexity analysis, algorithmics, automata
theory, as well as introductory software courses that teach
them programming in-the-small only to turn very quickly into
introductions to various paradigms and exotic programming
languages. Those students that know programming on a more
advanced level, are left to their own devices and may develop
their skills in their free time; many do.
By the time students reach second year, it becomes necessary to introduce them to the discipline of software engineering. This is accomplished by a course named Project Software
Engineering. However, several problems block the easy way
there, with the largest challenges being the following ones.
•

Not a single aspect of MDE had a chance to manifest itself prior to this course. Part of the students
were junior programmers experienced with low level
tasks that never required any modelling to succeed;
the others were non-programmers which were taught
programming-in-the-small with throwaway code that
was solving one little problem (e.g., “balance a tree”)
in a very limited time to be left behind and forgotten
right after submission.

•

The starting level of students varied greatly from
those that know basic constructs and may, if the need
arises, construct a simple website by copy-and-paste
programming, to those that have coded their own
Arduino kits or even worked part-time at software
development companies as junior devs.

•

Collaboration skills have received too little attention
in the preceding courses, and almost none of it was
dedicated to collaboration in technical environments,
such as ones commonly found in software engineering
projects when a number of people (greater than two)
is working on the same codebase for longer periods
of time.

The shape of the course was predetermined by the curriculum timeline and could not be changed: one month full
time, no distractions, no conflicting activities. The rest of the
properties were described in terms vague enough to make it
fit any desired shape [18].
II.

C OURSE D ESIGN

The main principles in designing this course were the goals
of full utilisation of the available knowledge (in the form
of personal experience, industrial contacts, resources on the
internet) and of maximum leverage of students’ enthusiasm.
The course was aimed to provide something they (felt to have)
never received before: learning hands-on skills at own speed
and immediately applying them in a real-life(-like) project.
A. Summary
Heterogeneous entry level is often mentioned to be a
problem solved by the flipped classroom paradigm [12], [14],
where typical classroom activities such as lecturing is done
at home by consuming prepared videos and contact time is
spent on discussions and typical homework activities such as
applications of leant skills. Since one of the biggest threats to it
were unmotivated students [1], [4] and ours were shining with
enthusiasm, it was decided to give it a shot. The first lecture
was given traditionally — to be precise, it was a block of
two lectures: one with the introduction to software engineering
(as the domain as well as the course) and one explaining the
agile methodology that the students needed to follow from
the first day. By this the basics were covered and they could
start working independently. For lectures 3–5 the material was
provided a few days in advance with the obligation of sending
at least one question to the lecturer. The actual lecture hours
were then used to handle most of the collected questions.
Besides the topics, there were distinctions in the methodology:
for the third lecture, the questions were collected passively; for
the fourth one, each student got a brief answer individually
before or shortly after the lecture; for the fifth one, its topic
was also left as a choice for the students. The last lecture was
given by an external software engineering practitioner invited
from the industry.
Additional to these 12 hours, around 10 hours were spent
on weekly presentations about the progress in developing

Monday
Lecture 1: Intro
Lecture 2: Agile
Lecture 4: Patterns
Lecture 5: FP
Lecture 6: Testing
Demo 4: Dry run

Tuesday
Demo 1: Pitch

Wednesday

Demo 2: MVP
Demo 3: Working

Thursday
Lecture 3: SWEBOK

Friday

— — — audits — — —
— — — audits — — —
Demo 5: Final

TABLE I.

S UMMARY OF THE COURSE SCHEDULE

the actual project; each demo session had a clear purpose
announced beforehand, each was graded. On weeks 2 and
3 each team needed to go through a round of audit (for a
total of two per team) when they were visited by a “third
party expert” that would ask difficult questions about their
development process and also assess the progress.
In the centre of the course is the project itself: the students
had complete freedom in choosing a topic, but needed to
pitch the idea at the first demonstration session and regularly
report on their progress. The teams were assembled by students
themselves, with size limits imposed by the lecturer (6–8
people per team).
There was no explicit examination at the end of the course:
all intermediate stages were graded and the final grade emerged
from the accumulation.
B. Lectures
Lecture 1: Introduction to software engineering was
made intentionally personal: the concepts of imperative, structured, functional programming were explained with concrete
examples from the personal history of the lecturer. Computational methods received examples from railway engineering [36], low level programming exemplified with methods
of hacking and disassembling, mainframes — with COBOL
migration projects, metaprogramming — with Rascal [13],
databases and AI aspects demonstrated by successful Master
student projects that the lecturer supervised. Yet, the lecture
remained an overview. As a result, students remembered only
those parts of it that interested them and asked many precisely
targeted questions later.
Lecture 2: Agile software engineering [22] was introduced next at the first day so that the students would know
where and how to begin working on their projects. This was
done in a pretty straightforward fashion.
Lecture 3: SE knowledge areas [23]–[28]
Software engineering was presented as a domain: its domain model was the Software Engineering Book of Knowledge [5]. Its chapters 1–5 and 10 were taken and turned into
5–9 minute overview videos each. For the sake of correct
counting these clips were not made publicly available until
the course ended: videos received 100, 58, 47, 45, 40 and
46 views. Out of 51 students, 34 participated and asked 53
questions total through Slack and email — more than enough
to fill in two hours of the lecture. Half of the time during
the lecture was dedicated to the Master-level programme in
software engineeringwhich is also designed in alignment with
SWEBOK and at the same time allows to give very concrete
examples of topics and contents.

Lecture 4: Paradigms, patterns, antipatterns [29]–[31]
The traditional way of introducing students to programming paradigms is exposure to a typical programming language that exemplifies it, such as Prolog for declarative programming / constraint solving. Instead of that, we went for
a megamodel [19], [20] that introduced all known paradigms
by explaining relations between them and decisions involved
in designing different languages and choosing among them. A
renarration [32] of this model was a 13 minute screencast.
For the patterns video, no such material was available, so
the video was improvised based on the contents of the books on
design patterns [8], implementation patterns [3], architectural
patterns [3], with some attention devoted to millipatterns,
micropatterns and nanopatterns as well [33]. The third part
concerned negative patterns like code smells and bug patterns.
The videos received 66, 64 and 50 views and yielded 76
questions from 47 students. This time each question was
answered individually and the lecture itself was dedicated to
the chosen few hat occurred most often. Subjectively this was
much better received by students who connected easier to
direct answers sent through Slack and email than to handling
them during the lecture.
Lecture 5: Practical functional programming [7]
The topics of the remaining two lectures were not fixed
in advance. Instead, students could vote on what they wanted
to see and could propose their own topics. Participation in
voting was much lower than expected (14 people voted),
and as a result two topics emerged. The topic of practical
functional programming had its roots in one of the discussions
at an earlier lecture about our experiences in FP: the students
had been exposed to Haskell and Erlang in a course meant
to introduce non-traditional paradigms and were genuinely
puzzled when told that FP languages are being used in practice
and that FP constructs are present in almost every language
(apparently writing decent Java 8 code was not a part of their
Java programming course). The lecture itself consisted of a
discussion on the chosen subset of 50 questions sent in by
31 people, as well as of code examples in various languages.
Some time was dedicated to introducing various languages by
explaining their use cases in the industry: Scala at LinkedIn,
Clojure at Amazon, Groovy at Netflix, Erlang at WhatsApp,
Arc at Hacker News, F# at Halo, etc.
Two people have explicitly voted to have no topic for the
lecture and use the available time for their project — both have
been informed that they are free to do so without consequences
for the final grade; one of them still actively participated, sent
good questions and attended the lecture.
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Fig. 1. Plotting the grades of three core course components against the final
grade: project (blue), process (green), theory (yellow) .

Lecture 6: Automated software testing
The last slot was filled by a guest lecturer from a company
specialised in model-based testing: he received 60 questions,
structured his lecture with some regard to them, explained how
his company works and gave a short live demo with Ruby,
Rspec and Cucumber; all these parts were greatly appreciated
and received warmly by the students, which was pretty typical
for a guest lecturer from the industry.
C. Demos
There was one preliminary meeting before the start of the
course where students attended a specially organised pitch
session at one of the local startup incubators. They had six
weeks between the session and the official start of the course to
think about their project and form teams of Scrum-compatible
size. Seven teams of size 5–8 were made, one student asked
for an exemption and was granted it after an interview.
Demo 1 was on the second day of the course, a day
after the first lectures. The teams were supposed to pitch their
ideas in front of the audience which consisted of all the other
students and several invited lecturers. Since they have seen
real startupers pitch before, this went without much trouble.
One team “mispitched”: after having presented their idea,
they proceeded to run experiments and those shown that the
prototype was infeasible; they promptly switched to another
idea.
Demo 2 was much more challenging: exactly one week
later they had to present their Minimum Viable Product (MVP,
the concept was explained at Lecture 2). The main challenge
for them was to focus on something directly presentable
right away instead of waterfalling their way from backend
configurations and protocols eventually toward the user. This
requirement was meant as a disruptive influence and as a way
to kickstart thinking about possible software process models.
Demo 3 was meant to show clear and tangible progress
and out of all demos looked the closest to a real Scrum weekly
review.
Demo 4 was scheduled on the first day of the last week
and was positioned as a dry run of the final demo. This
was appreciated considerably, and the adjustments most teams
made between the last two demo sessions, were very apparent.
Demo 5 was the last day of the course, where all complete
teams presented the results of their month work.
The following projects were completed within the course:
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Plotting the grades for the questions (Oy) against the final grade

• Audioflame, http://audiofla.me, an online audio editor frontend that logs in to the user’s cloud storage, loads files from
there and allows to adjust them in the browser and finally
save the project or export it back to the cloud.
• Payclouds,
http://payclouds.net,
https://youtu.be/
5VBcwrKkQLY, a webapp for distributing expenses
within a group of friends.
• Doko, https://github.com/JoerivVuuren/Doko#doko, a gamified mobile platform for recording small scale debts within
a group of friends.
• Qluzr, https://qluzr.nl, a gamified web app for distributing
household duties and earning points and badges for their
timely completion.
• Vlakbijles, https://github.com/Vlakbijles, an app for searching tutors based on their expertise, location and reviews.
• Ariana, http://ariana.pictures, a deliberately simplified webapp for user-friendly editing pictures in the browser.
• Smart Address Book, a heuristic-based contact data synchronisation platform among Google Contacts, LinkedIn and
Podio.
D. Audits
Audits have held their place in software development for
many years [6]. We have used them as an opportunity to
expose the design, architecture, technological decisions and
implementation details to third party experts. Audit sessions
varied in content: some were based on ISO/IEC 25010:2011,
some involved code review, etc. The main role of an auditor in
all these cases was to provide fresh informed perspective to the
students and to ask difficult questions exposing weak sides of
their projects: what is the state of your documentation? how
did you test that your components work together? why did
you use this framework? Six audit sessions were done by the
present author, the remaining eight delegated to colleagues and
Master students.
E. Assessment
All the questions were graded individually: no question
at all meant 0 points, a simplistic question that could have
been answered by spending ten minutes on Wikipedia was
6 points, a reasonable question 8 and a perfect one 10, with
±1 deviations for particular details and circumstances. Laconic
summaries of the questions can be found on Table II.
The final grade was the average of three grades for the core
course components: the project (assessed as the quality of the
final product, adjusted by auditors’ feedback), the process (the
average of the assessments of weekly demonstrations) and the

SWEBOK
testing objectives
purpose of unit testing tools
validation vs verification
slicing, terminology
enough testing, deploy often
reverse vs maintenance, debugging
designer vs code
security, performance vs simplicity
scrum roles vs SE domains

UX vs long actions
SE master
security
reuse public code commercially
test cases vs product quality
costs of process adoption
design vs agile
quality standards, patterns vs reuse
quality of testing
test limits as key issue
unit vs integration vs system
architecture: sw vs hw, unit tests
best doc in agile

mutation, GUI, tech debt, bugs
internal vs ext testing, dev reqs
user interaction modalities
formal analysis of requirements
devs vs SWEBOK
webapp testing
how much testing is enough
when to refactor, how to postpone
conceptual modelling, testability
verifiability vs readability
formal analysis, PSE specifics
regression & guarantees

Q3
6
0
7
7
0
7
0
8
10
0
8
10
6
0
0
9
8
8
9
9
9
0
10
10
9
8
9
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
10
9
8
10
9
0
8
0
10
9
10
8
0
10

TABLE II.

Paradigms, patterns, antipatterns
patterns vs paradigms
is singleton antipattern
subconscious antipattern use
agile vs dirty
classify C++
patterns vs copy-paste
avoid dependency
copy-paste vs reuse, config mgmt
90/90, patterns outside OO
why FP unpopular, pattern choice
patterns vs antipatterns
Dijkstra vs patterns, big teams
MVC downsides, clone detection
dev time vs cpu time
Strategy vs Command
FP frequency is large projects
Strategy vs State, refactoring
patterns turning into antipatterns
premature optimisation
clones vs feature envy
patterns in PSE, 90/90
premature optimisation
non-determinism, paradigm choice
patterns vs antipatterns
state vs stateless, pattern choice
paradigms vs languages, anti vs anti
monkey patch
limits of paradigms
FP performance
AbstractF vs FMethod, API smells
antipattern: negative or positive
milli vs micro vs nano
monads, new paradigms, vs patterns
why choose to use antipatterns
UML diagram, pattern mashup
learning patterns
cargo cult programming
logic sub-paradigms, antipatterns
code smells in large projects
FP advantages
wrong pattern conseqs, clone size
pattern choice
pattern choice
sequential coupling
why Prolog close to C
nanopatterns, rule of credibility
pattern choice

Q3
10
10
9
9
8
9
8
10
9
9
10
10
10
10
0
7
9
8
10
8
7
9
8
10
10
9
10
10
10
10
8
8
0
7
0
10
6
8
8
10
10
10
7
9
8
8
9
8
8
8
0

Practical FP
best FP language
monads
FP smells
FP vs sideeffects
transition from imperative to FP
FP performance, debugging
when to FP
why erlang at whatsapp
when to FP, how to combine
need for FP
functional vs logic programming
FP vs SE, FP vs AI
provers / solvers
recursion in FP vs in imperative
(absence approved)

tasks for FP in the industry
FP for normal people
when FP, what FP, code style
FP performance
FP pro et contra
FP speed, utility, examples
FP performance
FP learning curve
immutability & free concurrency
FP & concurrency
(absence approved)
hassle of immutable data
arrows, FP & scale, FP vs proofs
dev speed in Java vs Haskell
FP & memory management
easiest language to learn FP
moving parts & OO vs FP
FP typical tasks, optimisation
is FP often used?
FP performance (recursion)
expressiveness FP vs imperative
FP performance (immutability)
when to FP, lambda functions
FP vs imperative (abstraction)
FP vs imperative (popularity)
FP expressiveness, FP in Java

Q5
8
8
10
10
0
10
10
8
8
8
8
8
7
10
0
10
0
0
0
0
8
7
10
10
8
9
10
9
10
10
0
8
0
10
9
8
9
8
10
7
10
10
10
9
10
0
7
0
9

Automated testing

automated vs manual testing

risk-based, techniques vs tools
race condition, test limits [late]
quickcheck for non-FP languages
test to find requirement gaps
GUI testing
how much of time is testing
test coverage claims
tests vs quality, black-box metrics
FP antipatronen, C test framework
(absence approved)
proofs vs tests

product testing
testing vs guarantees
frameworks, terminology, strategy
properties to test for
terminology, test limits
test automation
pos vs neg testing
test coverage metrics
self-testing testing software
automation vs coding, big data
QA in the process

GUI, strong typing vs testing
GUI testing
testing visual output
GUI automation
test coverage: when is enough
manual vs (manual) unit testing
testing vs product quality
regression testing
when is enough

Q6
0
0
10
0
0
6
8
10
10
9
6
10
9
10
0
10
0
0
0
0
9
9
9
10
9
10
9
8
10
10
9
0
0
0
10
0
8
0
9
0
9
9
8
0
10
8
0
7
0
0

Q UESTION SUMMARIES AND GRADES FOR ALL STUDENTS ; REPORTED PER TEAM .

theory (presence and participation at lectures, measured by the
quality of answers provided per lecture). Figure 1 and Figure 2
relate the final grade with its components and with an average
grade for questions.
After the course has ended and all the components have
been graded, as usual, there were some students dissatisfied
with their grades. They were given a chance to compensate
for each of the components for which they got zero points, by
elaborating on one of the problems briefly mentioned in the
flipped lecture videos, by writing running code demonstrating
the issue.
F. Evaluation
As typical for any course at the University of Amsterdam,
it ended with an evaluation form filled in by students (40
submitted their forms). In general, the results were positive,
with most items scoring around 7.0 out of 10 or 3.5 out of
5. On Figure 3 we present a part of the results in somewhat
more detail and offer the following observations:

•

The in-classroom lectures were not deemed very useful, even though their level was appreciated. In our
case the classroom hours were indeed not crucial for
consuming the material, but if they are to be dropped
in the adjusted version of the course for the next year,
there should be other ways found to enforce material
consumption.

•

The questions that the students had to ask after watching the flipped lectures, were assessed much more
positively, but many people found them rather dull.
Indeed, that was one of the worries we had during
course design. Alternative ideas that seemed more
exciting (such as tweet-summaries of the lectures),
ended up not being implemented because they were
too hard to explain. Perhaps next time instead of
(or together with) asking questions, students should
answer them by recording their own videos? Active
participation has been generally known to increase involvement, and there is evidence for student-generated
content, specifically video content, to be particularly

effective [11], [15], [17] and positively perceived by
the students themselves [16].
•

Weekly demos were not seen as incredibly useful.
We dare attribute it to the general computer engineer
mentality of preferring uninterrupted work in a cave
to explanations and open discussions.

•

Two aspects were noticeably different from the evaluation of the last year: the course felt a bit more
practical (in the sense of learning skills that feel like
they will be used later in practice) and somehow it felt
more academically challenging and research-intensive.
Last year the students were also left to their own
devices for the project development part, but only
received two lectures on rather randomly chosen topics
(maintenance [35]) and entrepreneurship [34]). Apparently systematic top down exploration of software
engineering domain starting with its areas into the
paradigms, languages, patterns and processes, left the
students feeling more sciencey.

The grade given to the instructors by the students was in
reverse correlation with the instructors’ teaching capacity: the
ones scored the highest (upwards of 8.0 out of 10) were Master
students supervised by the present author who were asked to
serve as auditors; teachers scored lower, down to 6.0 for the
most experienced one in educational matters.
Another interesting piece of feedback was collected from
the “special remarks” section as well as direct conversation:
students perceived the “post on Saturday morning — expect
questions by Sunday night” model as much more relaxed and
less invasive than “post on Wednesday — expect questions
by Friday”; the expectations were opposite. We thought that
giving assignments during weekends could be stress-inducing,
but it was seen as preferred, possibly because watching educational videos was more compatible with a typical weekend
schedule of “Netflix and chill” than with a typical workday.
III.

C ONCLUSION

Instead of attempting explicit elicitation of the needs of
individual students in the hope to cater to them, we have designed this course in a strictly top-down fashion: the introduction was followed by an high level model of the domain (the
highest official model we have of the entire software engineering [5]) and succeeded by handling other increasingly more
detailed yet still irrevocably abstract models and megamodels
of programming paradigms and good and bad practices. Yet, by
combining such a design with the flipped classroom paradigm
(where usual classroom activities like lecturing are completed
individually at home and the traditional homework is treated
during contact hours), we have achieved a good fit with the
needs of a versatile group of students. We claim that this would
not have been possible to achieve so easily otherwise, because
students’ initial lack of real life knowledge would not allow
them to make good choices of the learning direction, and
a straightforward let’s-first-cover-the-basics approach would
bore a considerable fraction of the students even if there was
enough time for that.
The course was perceived by students as activating but
there are a lot of options to optimise that aspect: peer as-

sessment [17], [21], deeper integration of Master and Bachelor student activities [2], doing systematic pedagogical code
reviews [10], using competition-inspiring benchmarks [9], etc.
We have not decided yet which of the options to include in the
next year’s design and collecting such ideas is one of the main
reasons to present this experience at the educators symposium.
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